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The medium of mobile communication is now a common trend used by a many. Each one whether
in the past or the present has experienced the benefits of cell phones for their business and
technology or entertainment? Gone are those dayâ€™s when cell phones were affordable by countable
rich people and used to be called a status to them. Now, even lower middle and middle class people
can make use of the technology for a variety of purposes with strategic companies offering the
same to people.  Many of these companies are known to be stringent competitors to the high ended
cell phones and are even known to cover in their market shares.  So if you are looking for cell
phones and are stringently budgeted, you know what which companies to look out for.

Few of the companies you can certainly vouch for low price cell phones are Lava, Micromax and
Spice Mobiles.  These companies specifically target lower middle class markets and the middle
class markets which cannot or are not willing to spend that much to the market.

From the wide range of cell phones comes in the Lava C30â€™s price is just affordable yet, the phone is
stylish enough!

LavaC30 offers just about all the features as the high end cell phones would do and that too at a
cheap price. What strike's the cell phone is its dual GSM SIM slots, dual stand-by phones and micro
USB price list.

Along with the above mentioned with the striking features, the phone also comforts the user with all
the mobile phone features like colour display screen, camera, video recording support, WAP
browser enabled with GPRS connectivity. All time needed feature of built in FM tuner, video and
audio player.

From the above features which are almost the basic qualities sought after in a normal cell phone,
the LavaC30 also provides Bluetooth Connectivity, preloaded games, polyphonic and MP3 ring
tones. All these features do not increase the weight and the slider cell phone weighs only 95g. 

The Noida based company offers Lava mobile phone in the price range of Rs 1999 to 6000.
Meanwhile, its immediate competitor Spice Mobiles which also caters to the dual SIM market offers
its cell phones in the price range of Rs 2000 to Rs 15000 depending upon the economic growth and
the development and demand in the country.

So, the next time you need to check out on the cheap cell phones and yet donâ€™t want to compromise
on the quality of the product.
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